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Note The Dog, AuthorRoald DahlCountryUnited StatesGenre(s)war, adventurePublished inOver to You: Ten Stories of Flyers and FlyingPublication typeShort story collectionPublisherReynal &amp; HitchcockPublication date1946 Beware of the Dog is Roald Dahl's 1944 world war story. The main subject of the film was adapted into the 1965 film 36 Hours, starring James Garner
and Rod Taylor, and the 1989 TV movie Breaking Point. [1] Story RAF pilot Peter Williamson continued with a serious injury (the disappearance of his leg from a bomb) while on a mission flight over the German-controlled Vichy France. He get off the plane and then wakes up and finds himself in a hospital bed in Brighton. As you get better, strange things happen, like hearing the
sound of German fighter jets through the window. The nurse also mentions that the hospital water was too hard when Williamson knew the water in Brighton was famous for being soft. Suspicious and frightened, Williamson drags himself to the window and sees a wooden sign, GARDE AU CHIEN (French Dog beware). Now Vichy knows he's in France and the British caretakers
are Germans in disguise. When they send a fake RAF commander to convince him to reveal the location of his fleet, he looks him in the eye and my name is Peter Williamson. My rank is Squadron Leader, and my number is nine, seven, two, four, five, seven. References ^ Laurie Collier; Laurie Collier Hillstrom; Joyce Nakamura (1992), Great Writers and Illustraters for Children
and Young Adults, p. 619 Accessed on: Summary Peter Williamson flying a Spitfire plane and waiting to land after being hit by a cannonball and losing most of his right leg. Uninjured, Peter feels good, and does not look for blood wagons, terrain himself and then prefers to laugh at his injury with his other pilots. He then plans to go to London and lose a leg while there. As these
thoughts pass through Peter's head, he begins to feel the blurring of vision as he begins to faint. Peter opens the hood of his plane and realizes he doesn't know where he is, but convinces himself he's over the Mansh Sea. He falls off the plane and figure out he can't pass out until he pulls the cord and launches his parachute. As he falls, he begins to see a surreal interaction of
white and black, and he wakes up to white, sleep, and fast-moving black, which seems to be slow progress. When he wakes up, he's holding the white sheets of his hospital bed. Peter analyzes his surroundings and remembers everything after seeing a small fly crawling along the wall. Then the nurse came in and. After landing in the forest, he realizes he is in Brighton and has
lost a leg. The nurse tells him to sleep, but instead continues to examine the fly, seeing it buzzing around and landing in the same place, until it turns into a black mole in a gray sea. The army doctor then enters his room and tells Peter that his friends want to see him, but the doctor insists they wait a few days. Peter continues to watch the flight on the wall after the doctor is gone
and begins to hear the sound of a plane in the far away area, accepting it as Junkers 88. He wonders why there is no siren or alarm bell, and soon the noise disappears away, only for it to restart. Peter rings the bell and asks the nurse about the sounds of the planes, but the nurse explains that she has not heard them and that they are probably allied planes from France. Peter
insists they're junkers '88s, but the nurse says she's dreaming of something and wants him to ring the bell if he needs anything else. That night, Peter hears the sounds of planes again, but he can't tell the type of plane. In the morning, the nurse starts bathing her and says she went to brighton school. He remembers the soft water baths he took when he started noticing something
when he was at school. That night, he thinks about the hardness of the bathwater and the sounds of the Junkers '88s and begins to doubt whether he's actually heard them. His suspicion grows and he is afraid that something will go wrong, driving him to worry and sweat a lot. He realizes he has to go to the window and look outside and crawls towards the window, pulling back the
green curtains. Outside the window, he sees a small house with a gray tiled roof in a narrow lane. A small sign is nailed to the fence in front of the house and he succeeds in called it Garde au chien (56). Peter realizes he's in France and crawls into his bed in extreme pain and his leg starts to throb. In the morning, Peter realizes his nurse is restless and restless and tells him that
someone from the Air Ministry is coming to visit him. The head of the Intelligence Agency repeats to himself what Johnny told him: if he is caught, he should just say his name, rank and number, nothing more. The Wing Commander comes in wearing a normal RAF uniform and Peter answers the Commander's question with his name, rank and number, sharing nothing else.
Analysis Dog places its main protagonist, Peter Williamson, in a surreal and difficult position of attention. Since Peter refuses to inform enemy forces, this story is a statement of loyalty in the most difficult situations. This story begins with Peter refusing to signal help after losing his leg and losing consciousness. As he falls off his plane, the white looks like it will last a long time, a
lively interaction of white and black dances throughout his vision and learns to sleep in white periods, while black moves fast and turns white. These images symbolize Peter's uncertain place between other soldiers and enemy forces. After waking up from a coma, Peter lays in his hospital bed and sees a fly walking on the smooth grayness of the ceiling, which is very clean and
gray (50). Peter's repetitive tongue seems to reflect the movements of the fly, as the fly circles, always descending to the same spot, a black speck over a gray sea (51). This fly symbolizes Peter's flight, because it was a black speck flying in the middle of gray clouds. The position of this fly on the gray sea also symbolizes Peter's uncertain state, as it is not clear whether Peter is
on Allied or Axis territory; He seems to be relaxing in a mixed gray place between the two. When Peter is washed by the nurse, he realizes how hard the water is and compares it to the soft water he bathed in as a student in Brighton. Peter's childhood memories and the happiness of those memories now face the painful reality of war. When Peter begins to realize he's not in
Brighton, he also loses his childhood comfort and purity. The green curtains that Peter crawls painfully symbolize Peter's last hope. When Peter pulls back the curtains and realizes he is in occupied France, his body reflects his existential pain, confronts the fact that he has been captured and says, Be wary of the Dog, a symbol for enemy forces. Sections: Info | Plot Description
First published: Harper's Magazine Plot Description In the October 1944 issue of this famous psychological story Over to You: Ten Stories of Flyers and Flying. His unexpected and memorable plot twist lent himself to the film twice; first in 36 Hours (1964) and later in breaking point (1989). The basic narrative collapses and then finds itself in a very comfortable hospital concerns a
British WWII pilot. Something is wrong though ... Spoiler alert! Pilot Peter Williamson suffered a major injury while flying a mission over Vichy France (the name given to German-controlled areas of the country). He jumps out of a plane and then wakes up and finds himself on the English coast in a hospital bed in Brighton. Strange things keep happening though - it should not be as
close as it recognizes the sound of German planes through the window. The nurse also mentions that the hospital water was too hard when Williamson knew the water in Brighton was famous for being soft. Suspicious and frightened, he then drags himself to the window and sees a wooden sign, GARDE AU CHIEN (French Dog beware). Now Vichy knows you're in France. When
they sent a fake RAF commander, they persuaded him to expose his fleet's fleet. He looks you in the eye and says nothing but my name is Peter Williamson. My rank is Squadron Leader, and my number is nine seven, two, four, five.
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